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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF MEDIA ANALYSIS
Throughout 2015, Headline delivered media training to media professionals and journalism
students in third level colleges across the country to ensure that current and upcoming
media professionals are equipped to report on mental health and suicide in a positive and
responsible way.
Headline co-ordinated two media awards: the Student Media Award and introduced a new
award, the Headline National Magazine Award. These awards highlight and praise the
excellent work that is being done by media professionals and journalism students.
Headline, the national media monitoring programme for mental health and suicide,
conducts daily analysis of the quality of national and regional print and online coverage of
these important issues based on the extent to which a piece adheres to the media
guidelines.

Summary of Analysis in 2015
Volume: Headline monitored 33,192 articles in 2015 representing an increase of 0.48% on
last year’s figures of 33,033.
Quality: 99.29% of all articles from all Irish titles were neutral in quality. 0.40% of articles
were positive while 0.31% of articles were deemed negative. Headline detected 133 positive
articles in the media representing an increase of 43% compared to 93 positive articles in
2014. Headline detected 103 negative articles in the media representing a decrease of 21%
compared to 85 negative articles in 2014. This represents an increase in both positive and
negative coverage of mental health and suicide since 2014.
The Daily National Broadsheets, Daily National Tabloid and Local and Regional sources
produced the most positive coverage and content related to mental health and suicide.
National Titles: The Irish Independent and the Irish Examiner contributed most frequently
to producing positive stories of mental health and suicide. The Irish Daily Mirror, the Irish
Sun and the Irish Daily Mail contributed most frequently to negative coverage of mental
health and suicide.
Regional Titles: The Munster region produced the highest number of articles related to
mental health and suicide and also the highest rate of positive content.
Crime/Violence: Reports which sensationally linked mental health problems to crime and
violence were the largest contributor to negative coverage (26.21% of all negative
coverage).
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Reporting Suicide: Reports on suicide were the second largest contributor to negative
coverage (20.39% of all negative coverage). In 2015, Daily National Tabloids accounted for
the largest share in negative coverage of suicide.
Headline gave a number of print and broadcast interviews to promote accurate and
responsible reporting of mental health and suicide. Headline has made a number of
correspondences with the media regarding positive and negative articles in the media
through proactive e-mails, letters, and telephone as well as issuing numerous proactive
media alerts to advocate for better reporting on mental health and suicide with clear and
comprehensible guidelines.
Headline distributed branded cups, travel mugs, notebooks and USBs containing Headlines
media guidelines as well as printed material to media professionals and students to assist in
propagating and fostering responsible and accurate coverage of mental health and suicide.
3rd level presentations delivered by Headline to journalism and media students informed
them on appropriate reporting, answered any concerns and increased their awareness
about suicide and mental health guidelines. It also highlighted types of media reporting that
can lead to suicidal, deliberate self-harm and copycat behaviour.
Headline continued to serve as a vehicle for the public to become involved in helping
monitor the Irish media on issues relating to mental health and suicide through active
engagement on social media, the weekly News Highlights and the have your say section on
the Headline website. Headline actively encouraged and assisted the public in speaking out
and using their voices to improve the quality of media coverage of mental health and suicide
related issues and to combat stigma inducing language and negative reporting in Irish print
and online media.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2015, Headline continued to
engage media professionals,
students and consumers alike on
responsible and sensitive
reporting of suicide and mental
health issues.

Jane Arigho,
Headline Project Coordinator

Throughout 2015, Headline delivered media training to
media professionals and journalism students in third level colleges across the country to
ensure that the next generation of media professionals are fully aware of the issues and
complexities involved in reporting on mental health and suicide and to provide them with
the tools they need to report in a positive and responsible way.
Headline co-ordinated two media awards: the Student Media Award and introduced a new
award, the Headline National Magazine Award. The high standard of submissions suggests a
positive trend towards responsible coverage and a greater understanding of the
complexities involved in reporting on these sensitive issues.
Headline monitored 33,192 articles in 2015 representing an increase of 0.48% on last year’s
figures of 33,033, reflecting society’s interest in mental health and suicide related coverage
and the work that is being done across the country to prevent suicide and reduce the stigma
that surrounds mental health problems.
Headline aims to support media professionals and journalism students by making all
relevant tools available and accessible to assist in the creation of responsible and accurate
media coverage that limits the possibility of copycat suicidal behaviour.
Headline is always happy to provide free training to media professionals and students or to
assist any member of the public in having their voice heard.
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ABOUT HEADLINE
Mission Statement
Headline is Ireland's national media monitoring programme, working to promote
responsible and accurate coverage of mental health and suicide related issues within the
Irish media.
The vision of Headline is that all forms of the Irish media responsibly and accurately cover
mental health and suicide; that those affected by suicide, deliberate self-harm, mental
health problems or mental illness are not adversely affected by media coverage; and that
the mental health and mental well-being of the population is prioritised by the media in its
work.

Background
Headline was set up by the Health Service Executive's
National Office for Suicide Prevention as part of “Reach
Out” the National Strategy for Action on Suicide Prevention,
and is managed by Shine – Supporting People Affected by
Mental Ill Health.

Headline continues to work under the most recent National Suicide
prevention strategy Connecting for Life.

Steering Group
Headline is advised by a Steering Group of media professionals and representatives
from the below organisations.
Aware
Bodywhys
GROW in Ireland
HSE’s Press Office
Irish Advocacy Network
Mental Health Ireland
National Office for Suicide Prevention
Samaritans
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Shine (supporting people affected my mental ill health)
Union of Students in Ireland (USI)
Barry Finnegan, Lecturer at Griffith College Dublin
Andrea Gilligan, Broadcaster Newstalk
James Keating, Media Professional

MEDIA TRAINING
Students
Headline continued to deliver presentations on mental health and suicide in the media to
journalism, media and communications students in the following colleges:
Rathmines College
Waterford Institute of Technology
University of Limerick
Mary Immaculate college Limerick
Dublin Institute of Technology
Dun Laoghaire Further Education Institute
Ballyfermot college of further education
Griffith College Dublin
Griffith College Cork
Colaiste Dhulaigh College of Further Education
NUI Galway
NUI Maynooth
DCU
Independent college Dublin
Dublin Business School
The presentations introduce the students to the Irish and international media guidelines for
reporting on mental health and suicide, showing examples from Irish media coverage. The
presentations deliver examples of positive and negative articles and dissect the pieces to
highlight how to recognise breaches of the guidelines and what effect they have. Headline
explains how to report more responsibly. Headline has distributed its own multimedia
media guidelines contained on a USB stick to the students.
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Evidence is used to demonstrate the significant impact media coverage may
have on those at risk.

This will assist the students in developing a better understanding of mental health and suicide
related issues by helping them feel more comfortable and capable of producing positive media
coverage in the future.

Participants are shown examples of media coverage that breaches guidelines
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MEDIA AWARDS
Award for Student Journalism (2015)
Headline promoted and launched the Student Media Awards
online with great support from student media outlets and
publications such as the Irish Examiner on social media. Carl
O’Brien Chief reporter with The Irish Times chose the winner, UL
Student Fiachra McKermott for his radio documentary on suicide in
Middleton.

Headline National Magazine Award
(2014)
Headline launched its first National Magazine
Award with Hot Press chosen as its first winner in
April 2015. Headline created the award in
recognition of the vital role magazines in Ireland
play in promoting positive mental health and
opening up the issues surrounding suicide.
Media analysis conducted by Headline confirmed that Hot Press had shown a genuine
commitment to exceptional coverage of mental health and suicide related issues and
combined it effortlessly with its music and popular cultural remit.
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MEDIA MONITORING
Headline monitored regional and national Irish coverage online and in print for all coverage
related to mental health and suicide in 2015.
Headline monitored 33,192 articles in 2015 representing an increase of 0.48% on last
year’s figures of 33,033
Headline detected 133 very positive articles in the media representing an increase of
43% compared to 93 positive articles in 2014.
Headline detected 103 negative articles in the media representing a decrease of 21%
compared to 85 negative articles in 2014.

Article Quality Overview (2015)
In 2015, 99.29% of all articles from all Irish titles were neutral in quality. 0.40% of articles
were positive while 0.31% of articles were deemed negative.

Positive
133
0.40%

Negative
103
0.31%

Neutral
32797
99.29%

Article Quality
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Article Quality by Source Type
Positive articles by source type

Website

15.96%

Magazine

20.21%

Sunday National
Tabloid
Sunday National 1
Broadsheet

8.51%

1.06%
21.28%

Daily National
Broadsheet

13.83%

Daily National
Tabloid

19.15%

Local/Regional

Negative articles by source type

Website

Magazine

Sunday National
Tabloid
Sunday National
Broadsheet
Daily National
Broadsheet

10.98%

4.40%

5.49%

1.10%

2.20%

73.63%

Daily National Tabloid

Local/Regional

2.20%
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Article quality by month
March saw the highest number of negative quality articles (13.68%). The highest number of
positive quality articles were recorded in February (24.51%) followed by January (16.67%).
The second highest amount of negative articles were produced in July (12.63%) along with
the second lowest amount of positive articles (1.96%).

Positive Quality
Negative Quality
24.51%

16.67%
13.68%
12.63%

12.63%
12.63%

10.78%
10.78%
9.47%
6.86%
6.32%

7.37%
6.32%

5.26% 4.90%

4.90%

6.86%

6.86%

6.32%

3.92%
1.96%

4.21%
3.16%
0.98%

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec
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Article quality by theme

28

27
24

Positive Quality
Negative Quality

23

21
19

13

7

6

2
0

0

3

3

2
0

0

8

2

2
0

0

Articles related to crime and violence contributed most frequently to negative
coverage of mental health. 26.21% of all negative articles were related to crime and
violence. Reports on suicide were the second highest contributor to negative
coverage at 20.38%, closely followed by eating disorders at 18.45%.
The number of negative articles related to suicide decreased by 17 articles since
2014 (38 negative articles in 2014) but still remained one of the highest themes for
negative coverage.
Articles related to depression, eating disorders and general mental health were most
frequently reported in a positive manner.
18.04% of all positive articles were related to depression and 17.29% were related
to eating disorders both forming over one third of all positive articles (35.33%).
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Negative coverage of eating disorders has more than doubled since the previous
year from 8 articles recorded in 2014 to 19 articles in 2015, an increase of 137.5%.
Positive coverage of general mental health saw an increase of 180% since 2014.
However 13 negative articles related to general mental health were recorded in
2015. This is an increase of 2200% when compared to the average for the previous 4
years (0.5).

National Print Coverage
The Irish Daily Mirror had the most negative amount of print coverage of mental health and
suicide (27 articles) which made up 26.21% of all negative coverage identified in 2015. The
Irish Sun had 16 negative articles (15.53% of all negative coverage). The Irish Daily Mail had
14 negative articles (13.59% of all negative coverage) and 79.61% of all negative coverage in
2015 was attributed to national print coverage.
The Irish Independent had the most positive print coverage with 17 articles identified in
2015, constituting 9.02% of all positive articles in 2015.
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Positive Quality
Negative Quality

17

16

14
12

6 6

6
4

3
0

1

1 1

Sunday
Daily Star
Independent Sunday

1

0

11

1

Irish Sunday Irish Times The Herald
Mirror

4
1

Irish Daily
Mail

Irish
Irish
Irish Daily
Examiner Independent Mirror

2
0
Irish Sun

Irish Daily
Star
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Local and Regional Newspaper Coverage
In 2015, regional titles accounted for 12.03% of all positive coverage while 1.94% of regional
titles accounted for all negative coverage. The coverage of positive and negative articles by
region can be found below:
Leinster
Positive
Negative

1

1

Wicklow Voice

1

Kilkenny Reporter

1

Ballyfermot Echo

Munster
Positive Quality
Negative Quality
6

2

2

1

Clare Courier

1

Clare People

Cork Independent

Evening Echo
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Connaught
The Roscommon People had one positive article.

Ulster
Inishowen Independent had one positive article.

How Was Suicide Reported in 2015?
Articles related to suicide were the second most frequently reported in a negative manner.
21 articles (20.39%) of all negative articles were related to suicide. The number of negative
articles related to suicide decreased by 17 articles since 2014 (38 negative articles in 2014)
but still remained the one of the highest themes for negative coverage.
Coverage of suicide by source type

Positive Quality
Negative Quality

16

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

0
Local/Regional

0
Daily National Tabloid

Daily National Broadsheet Sunday National Tabloid

Magazine
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Media Engagement
Media Correspondence
Headline responded to 34 pieces in the Irish print, broadcast and online media with 29 of
those correspondences informing journalists that they had breached the guidelines while 5
were sent to praise journalists for their positive contribution. 82.29% of correspondence in
response to articles deemed to be of negative quality.
Below is a breakdown of correspondences with regard to positive and negative coverage.
Positive Quality

Negative Quality

6

6
5

4
3

3
2

1

1
0

Irish
Irish
Irish Daily
Examiner Independent Mirror

0
Irish Daily
Sun

0

1

1

0

Echo
Irish Sunday Irish Daily
(Tallaght
Mail
Mail
Clondalkin
Ballyfermot
Lucan)

1
0
Irish Daily RTE Radio 1
Star
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Quality of letters sent by theme
8

Positive

8

Negative

3

3

3
2

2
1

1

1

1

1

Media Alerts
Headline’s reactive Media Alerts aimed to mobilise the public to demand responsible
coverage of mental health and suicide in the Irish media. The Media Alerts notified
subscribers about positive or negative media portrayals of mental health and suicide issues
in need of appraisal or complaint.
Following an audit of the programme in 2015 it was decided that Headline should
discontinue its reactive Media Alerts. It was found that this adversarial approach did not fit
with the collaborative engagement with media that is referenced in Connecting for Life.
Headline will continue to issue proactive Media Alerts which contain information and advice
for journalists when reporting on mental health and suicide. A total of 19 proactive Media
Alerts were issued by Headline last year.
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HEADLINE’S COMMUNICATIONS
Headline serves as a vehicle for the public to become involved in helping to monitor the Irish
media on issues relating to mental health and suicide. Headline encourages and assists the
public in speaking out and using their voices to improve the quality of media coverage of
mental health and suicide in Ireland.
Headline distributed branded cups, travel mugs and USBs containing Headlines multi-media
guidelines as well as printed materials to media professionals and 3rd level students to assist
in propagating and fostering responsible and accurate coverage of mental health and
suicide.

Headline distributed branded cups, travel mugs notebooks and USBs all over Ireland

News News Highlights
Headline creates a weekly newsletter using Mailchimp which
consists of news stories on mental health and suicide related issues.
This channel provides the public and media professionals with an
overview of suicide and mental health coverage across print and
online media including news articles, studies and research and
multimedia such as video content. This valuable tool informs
subscribers about various mental health and suicide news and
informs freelance journalists and even journalism students on responsible and accurate
reporting on mental health and suicide.
Interested individuals can join the mailing list at any time by forwarding an e-mail
address to info@headline.ie.
Headline has 1,374 subscribers for the weekly News Highlights bulletin.
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Social Media
Since Headline developed a social media strategy in March 2011 there has been a significant
rise in activity and engagement on social media. Using Facebook and Twitter, Headline has
created a tightly knitted community of people and strengthened relationships with other
mental health related organisations, journalists, editors, media, students, colleges and
more.
Facebook
Headline completed an audit of Facebook activity and engagement in 2015. Facebook was identified
as a poor means of engaging media professionals in comparison to Twitter and it was decided that
social media activity should concentrate on Twitter.

Headline’s Facebook profile had 576 likes by the by the end of 2015.

Below is an indication of the demographics of individuals who ‘like’ Headline’s Facebook page:

Using Facebook Scheduled Posts Headline posted daily reaching approximately 4500 people each.
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Twitter
Headline’s Twitter account @HeadlineIreland had 1,439 followers by the end of 2015
which saw 370 new followers throughout 2015
Headline’s Tweets reached an average 13,916 unique people each month, which is
an average of 460 impressions per day
Headline’s Twitter account had an average of 334 unique visitors each month
Headline’s Twitter account received an average of 31 favourites each month and 39
retweets

Website
In 2015, www.headline.ie had:
23,564 Pageviews
11,754 Unique Page views
9,786 Visits
9,733 Unique Visitors

00:01:28 Avg. Visit Duration
2.08 Pages/Visits
82% New Visitors
18% Returning Visitors
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The top 5 most popular pages on the site
were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Homepage
News Highlights
About Us
Media Info
Awards

Traffic
Traffic to the website was generated by:
Visitors being referred to from another website (54.46%)
Typing www.headline.ie directly in Search Bar(23.58%)
Entering ‘Headline’ or similar in Search Engine (13.16%)
Accessing the website through social media (8.61%)

1,012 (8.61%) of visitors were referred to www.headline.ie through social media
channels with Twitter (755 visitors) directing the most traffic to the website.
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Location
The top 3 countries with visitors to the website were from:
Ireland (65.76%)
United States (14.65%)
United Kingdom (5.50%)

The majority of visitors to the website were from Dublin City (75.42%) while the least
number of visitors were from Maynooth(0.47%). Geographically, the top three visitors were
from cities (Dublin, Cork and Galway) which collectively made up 84.29% of the visitors.
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MENTAL HEALTH SECTOR COLLABORATION
Headline collaborates and engages with a wide variety of mental health related groups and
bodies that assist Headline in their mission. Below are organisations that Headline
collaborates with in projects, activities, and committees.

See Change

Since 2010, Headline has been a member of See Change – the national stigma reduction
partnership. See Change is Ireland’s national programme working to positively change social
attitudes and behaviours to reduce stigma and discrimination associated with mental health
problems. Headline is a member of both the Communications and Mental Health Experts
Advisory Panels.

SpunOut.ie

SpunOut.ie is an independent, youth-led national charity working to empower young people
to create personal and social change. SpunOut.ie acts as an interactive online community
providing health and lifestyle information, signposting support services, creating youth
media space and facilitating discussion forums, it also acts as a platform for youth and civic
engagement, participation and advocacy.
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International Association of Suicide Prevention (IASP)

The International Media Task Force has a number of goals. These goals include
strengthening links between suicide experts and media professionals while systematically
reviewing research about suicide and the media (including evaluations of media guidelines)
to identify gaps in knowledge, develop a research agenda to address these gaps and to
encourage relevant research.
The IASP aims to identify, collect and collate media guidelines which have been developed
around the world and to examine and report on their content, development and
implementation. The IASP also aims to work collaboratively with media professionals to
develop recommendations for media guidelines as well as to promote the media guidelines
to journalists, editors and other stakeholders. IASP provides an international body of experts
that can provide authoritative comment on issues relating to suicide and the media.

National Disability Authority (NDA) and the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland
(BAI)

Headline is on a steering group for the NDA and BAI on the portrayal and representation of
people with a disability on Irish radio and television. Headline is assisting in the working
group relating to language.
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FINANICAL INFORMATION
Financial Statement
The total running costs for the Headline project in 2015 totalled: €149,295

HEADLINE TEAM 2015
Media Project Co-Ordinator

Jane Arigho

E: jarigho@headline.ie
T: +353 (0)1 8601549
M: +353 (0) 86 8525156

Media Assistant

Daniel Waugh

E: mediaassistant@headline.ie

News Researcher

Kate Russell

E: newsresearcher@headline.ie

Media Assistant

Kate Morgan

E: kate@headline.ie

News Researcher Programme
Since July 2008, Headline has run a paid News Researcher internship programme for media,
journalism and communications students. The News Researcher assists the Headline team
with the analysis and collation of Irish media articles related to mental health and suicide
prevention while gaining valuable work experience and a high level of professional exposure
to the mental health and suicide voluntary and statutory sectors.
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